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Abstract8

A novel mesh refinement sensor is proposed for lattice Boltzmann methods (LBMs) applicable to either
static or dynamic mesh refinement algorithms. The sensor exploits the kinetic nature of LBMs by evaluating
the departure of distribution functions from their local equilibrium state. This sensor is first compared, in
a qualitative manner, to three state-of-the-art sensors: (1) the vorticity norm, (2) the Q-criterion, and (3)
spatial derivatives of the vorticity. This comparison shows that our kinetic sensor is the most adequate
candidate to propose tailored mesh structures across a wide range of physical phenomena: incompressible,
compressible subsonic/supersonic single phase, and weakly compressible multiphase flows. As a more quanti-
tative validation, the sensor is then used to produce the computational mesh for two existing open-source LB
solvers based on inhomogeneous, block-structured meshes with static and dynamic refinement algorithms,
implemented in the Palabos and AMROC-LBM software, respectively. The sensor is first used to generate
a static mesh to simulate the turbulent 3D lid-driven cavity flow using Palabos. AMROC-LBM is then
adopted to confirm the ability of our sensor to dynamically adapt the mesh to reach the steady state of the
2D lid-driven cavity flow. Both configurations show that our sensor successfully produces meshes of high
quality and allows to save computational time.
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1. Introduction10

The lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) is widely used in the field of computational fluid dynamics, in11

which it has proven its importance with respect to other traditional numerical methods in multiple fields,12

including incompressible, weakly and fully compressible flows as well as complex multiphysics applications [1–13

6]. In all kinds of mesh-based approaches to computational fluid dynamics, a local adaptation of the size of14

mesh cells is of importance. Indeed, to save on computational expense, applications often require to resolve15

a wide range of physical scales (see [7, 8] for instance). In other cases, such as in external aerodynamics16

and aeroacoustics simulations, the computational domain may be much larger than the actual fluid domain17

of interest, to limit the effect of artificial domain boundaries on the flow structure [9–13]. In all these18

cases, simulations benefit substantially from a local increase of spatial resolution in critical regions of the19

computational domain, which are most often unknown in advance. There exists therefore a need for sensors20

capable of identifying areas in which the mesh requires local adjustments.21

Mesh refinement is in itself a highly complex topic in the field of LB methods, which are traditionally22

designed to be executed on homogeneous meshes with uniform mesh density. In a canonical LB scheme23

based on a collision-streaming sequence, the streaming step copies data to neighboring cells at relative24

positions provided by lattice constants which are immutable and as such constrain the mesh to a uniform25
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shape. For a local adaptation of the mesh size, it is common practice to use structured meshes with cubic26

elements which are organized in a hierarchic structure such as an octree, in which the relative edge length27

of neighboring cells typically varies by powers of two. In this way, a normal LB scheme can be executed28

within groups of equally sized cells, and an additional mesh refinement algorithm is carried out to transfer29

data across refinement levels (see, e.g., [14–20]). Depending on the relative spatial arrangement of cells at30

different levels, refinement algorithms are split into vertex-centered and cell-centered schemes, which are31

both presented in Section 2.1.32

Most works dedicated to grid refinement algorithms focus on how to adapt the mesh instead of providing33

a way to predict regions where mesh refinement is required. In addition, these works usually rely on static34

meshes obtained through a priori knowledge of the flow features, such as boundary layer development35

and separation for wall-bounded flows. In contrast, mesh refinement sensors and error estimators predict,36

with minimal or no a priori knowledge, areas where refinement is needed. By coupling these sensors with37

adaptive mesh refinement techniques, one then drastically reduces user inputs for efficient and accurate38

simulations. In that context, Crouse et al. [21] propose a sensor based on the velocity divergence as an39

error indicator in an incompressible flow. Eitel-Amor et al. [22] use an approach based on two sensors,40

one proportional to the velocity norm and the other providing a measure of the total pressure. Fakhari &41

Lee [23] compare different methods applied to a finite-difference LB scheme. The comparison includes the42

Q-criterion, which is proportional to the symmetric and the anti-symmetric part of the velocity-derivative43

tensor. Other interesting error indicators are the vorticity norm and the derivatives of the vorticity norm44

in specific directions. The latter criterion is used in the context of wall-bounded turbulent flows which45

require an accurate simulation of boundary layers. Beyond the literature on LBM, other error indicators46

can be found in the literature for finite-volume Navier-Stokes solver with block-structured AMR (SAMR).47

An overview is proposed in Kamkar et al. [24]. It includes the Q-criterion and so-called lambda-sensors48

which, based on eigenvalues of velocity-derivative tensors, provide an estimate for the presence of vortical49

or other coherent structures.50

There have been similar applications of the idea presented here outside of the LBM literature, aiming51

to quantify the flows departure from the hydrodynamic continuum regime. Meng et al. [25] assess the52

consistency of the continuum-level description of a fluid, as a function of the Knudsen number, by using a53

criterion that shares similarities with the sensor proposed in this article. Likewise, Singh et al. [26], among54

others, propose various metrics to quantify the spurious contributions of first-order perturbations from the55

Chapman-Enskog expansion to macroscopic quantities of a continuum fluid. In comparison to these existing56

works, we propose a novel, fully local sensor which is computed from the available populations in a given57

cell and therefore maintains the parallelizability of the LBM algorithm. It detects the need for further mesh58

refinement based on an expectation of the ratio between off-equilibrium and equilibrium parts of the velocity59

distribution functions.60

The article is structured as follows: The theoretical part first provides a summary of the theory of61

mesh refinement algorithms (Section 2.1). Although the choice of a mesh refinement sensor in principle62

depends on the physics of the considered problem rather than on the specifics of a given mesh refinement63

algorithm, this summary provides additional context to the numerical verification part, in which two codes64

with different mesh refinement strategies are used to validate the new sensor. The theoretical part then65

introduces some concepts and notations of the LBM used in the present study. The proposed sensor is66

presented in Section 3. The verification in Section 4 starts with a qualitative comparison of the proposed67

sensor against other sensors proposed in the literature as a way to predict its usefulness for different types of68

fluid problems. Then, simulation results are presented in which the criterion is used to build a static mesh69

for a 3D cavity flow in Palabos (with vertex-centered grid refinement) and a dynamic mesh for a 2D cavity70

flow in the SAMR code AMROC-LBM (with cell-centered grid refinement). The quality of the produced71

results is discussed in both cases.72
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2. Theory73

2.1. Mesh refinement74

Lattice Boltzmann refinement algorithms can be split into vertex-centered schemes [14, 15, 19, 27–32],75

in which some of the coarse and fine nodes are situated at coinciding coordinates along the refinement76

interface, and cell-centered schemes [17, 22, 33, 34], in which coarse and fine meshes have a staggered77

relative arrangement. The latter category is compatible with the point of view adopted by the community78

of SAMR [35], a field traditionally dedicated to finite volume codes that has in recent years been applied79

to LB schemes [36–40]. Another important distinguishing feature between mesh refinement algorithms is80

the choice of the value for the time step δt in mesh levels with different cell edge length δx. In diffusive81

scaling, the ratio δx/δt2 remains constant across mesh levels, thus guaranteeing asymptotic mesh convergence82

for incompressible flow problems, while in acoustic scaling, which is naturally adapted to compressible83

flows, the ratio δx/δt is constant. Many authors however adopt acoustic scaling for both compressible and84

incompressible flows, because only this choice can guarantee the continuity of both density and pressure85

across the interface of a refined mesh [27]. In addition, the diffusive scaling usually leads to very small time86

steps, as the number of refinement levels increases, because moving from coarse to finer levels decreases the87

time step by a factor four. As a last remark, it is worth noting that the various proposed algorithms further88

differ in other aspects, including the presence or absence of time interpolation schemes.89

In this work, our refinement sensor is used to generate the mesh in the two LB codes Palabos [41] and90

AMROC-LBM [36, 38, 39]. Palabos adopts the vertex-centered-based mesh-refinement algorithm described91

in Ref. [27], which is based on: (1) third-order polynomial interpolation, (2) coarse-to-fine filtering, and (3)92

acoustic scaling. This algorithm has been re-used and further improved in recent publications [11, 19, 31, 32].93

In the AMROC framework [42], dynamic structured mesh adaptation is implemented generically on finite94

volume meshes and with the same recursive algorithm [35] that makes use of ghost cells to prescribe boundary95

conditions and achieve communication between refinement blocks. The LB variant AMROC-LBM uses a96

cell-centered scheme, in which streaming is performed first, followed by collision. Acoustic scaling is used97

to couple levels; interface populations propagating across refinement boundary are meticulously tracked,98

cf. [36, 38] for details. Palabos and AMROC-LBM are used to generate the data compiled in Section 5.99

2.2. Lattice Boltzmann method100

LBM is by now a well-known numerical method in computational fluid dynamics. This section presents101

only basic concepts, while the reader is referred to Refs. [1–6] for further details.102

The Boltzmann equation (BE) describes the time evolution of large numbers of particles in a region of103

the space x ∈ R3 with a given microscopic velocity ξ ∈ R3, which are represented by the particle mass104

distribution function f(x, ξ, t). The Boltzmann equation for a gas without external force reads105

∂tf + ξ ·∇f = −Ω(f, f eq), (1)

with the collision operator Ω and where f eq is the equilibrium distribution function, given by the Maxwell-106

Boltzmann distribution. For the rest of this discussion, the BGK collision operator is used: Ω = 1
τ (f − f eq),107

with τ a relaxation time [43].108

Following the ideas presented in the works by Shan et al. [44, 45], one can discretize the velocity space109

to a set of q velocities ξi, leading to velocity-discrete populations fi(x, t) ≡ f(x, ξi, t), i ∈ [0, q − 1]. In this110

work, a D2Q9 and a D3Q27 models have been used.111

As will be seen later, it is convenient to reformulate Eq. (1) as a function of non-dimensional quantities;112

from now on in this section, variables expressed in physical units will be written with a star for the sake of113

clarity (e.g. the physical macroscopic velocity u∗), whereas non-dimensional variables are written normally.114

The reformulation is done using characteristic time t∗0, length l∗0, density ρ∗0 and velocity magnitude c∗0 (the115

isothermal speed of sound). The velocity-discrete version of Eq. (1) with the BGK operator then reads:116

1

t∗0
∂tfi +

c∗0
l∗0
ξi ·∇fi = − 1

τ∗
(fi − f eq

i ) , (2)
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where fi = f∗
i /ρ

∗
0 are the non-dimensional populations and ξi = ξ∗i /c

∗
0 are the non-dimensional mesoscopic117

velocities. Similarly, non-dimensional operators have been used : ∂t = ∂∗
t t

∗
0 and ∇ = ∇∗l∗0. The condition118

l∗0 = c∗0t
∗
0 is required in order to represent the correct macroscopic behaviour. Eq. (2) will be used below in119

order to relate the Knudsen number of the flow to the particle distribution functions.120

A non-dimensionalization and a time and space discretization (with time step δt∗ and spacing δx∗) lead121

to the LBM equation that is actually solved [46]:122

f̄i(x+ ξiδt
∗/t∗0, t+ δt∗/t∗0)− f̄i(x, t) = −1

τ̄
(f̄i(x, t)− f̄ eq

i (x, t)), (3)

where τ̄ = τ∗/δt∗ + 1/2, and123

f̄i = fi +
δt∗

2τ∗
(fi − f eq

i ) . (4)

Note that the condition l∗0 = c∗0t
∗
0 mentioned above, together with the geometric requirement |ξi|δt∗/t∗0 =124

δx∗/l∗0 for straight velocities, implies that δx∗/δt∗ = c∗0/cs, where cs = 1/
√
3 represents the magnitude of125

the straight velocities. The choices δt∗ = t∗0 and δx∗ = l∗0/cs simplify the form of the actual implementation126

for homogeneous grids.127

The discrete equilibrium distribution function is expressed by the truncated Maxwellian equilibrium [44,128

45]129

f̄ eq
i = f eq

i = wiρ

(
1 +

ξi · u
c2s

+
1

2c4s
Qi : uu

)
, (5)

where ρ is the density, u is the macroscopic velocity field, Qi = ξiξi− c2sI, and wi the lattice weights. From
now on, the bar on the populations is omitted. The density and the velocity fields are computed by the
distribution function through the relations

ρ =

q−1∑
i=0

fi =

q−1∑
i=0

f eq
i , (6)

ρu =

q−1∑
i=0

ξifi =

q−1∑
i=0

ξif
eq
i . (7)

For implementation purposes, a time-step is decomposed into two parts that are applied successively on the130

whole computational domain. The two steps are called the “collide-and-stream” operation.131

1. The collision, which locally modifies the value of the populations according to132

fout
i (x, t) = fi(x, t)− Ωi(fi, f

eq
i ). (8)

2. The streaming, which moves the populations to their neighbors according to their microscopic velocity133

fi(x+ ξiδ
∗
t /t

∗
0, t+ δ∗t /t

∗
0) = fout

i (x, t). (9)

Performing a multi-scale Chapman-Enskog (CE) expansion (see [2, 47] for more details), one can show
that the LBM BGK scheme is asymptotically equivalent to the weakly compressible Navier-Stokes equations

∂tρ+∇ · (ρu) = 0, (10)

∂t(ρu) +∇ · (ρuu) = −∇p+∇ · (2νS), (11)

with p being the pressure, S the viscous stress tensor and ν the kinematic viscosity defined by

p = c2sρ, (12)

S =
1

2

[
∇u+ (∇u)T

]
, (13)

ν = c2s(τ̄ − 1/2). (14)
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The CE expansion is done under the assumption that fi can be expanded with respect to a small134

parameter ε135

fi = f
(0)
i + εf

(1)
i +O(ε2), (15)

where ε ≪ 1 can further be identified with the Knudsen number [48]. Using Eq. (2) and keeping only the136

lowest orders after replacing fi by the CE Ansatz (15), one ends up at O(1) and O(ε) with [45]137

f
(0)
i = f

(eq)
i (ρ,u, T ), (16)

and138

f
(1)
i = −τ̄

[
∂tf

(0)
i + ξ ·∇f

(0)
i

]
(17)

respectively. From this, the non-equilibrium contribution f
(1)
i naturally depends on time and space deriva-139

tives of all macroscopic quantities (density ρ, velocity u and temperature T ) through the zeroth-order140

contribution f
(0)
i . One can then expect f

(1)
i to become non-negligible for strong, local variations of density,141

velocity or even temperature fields, whether they be of physical or numerical nature. In the following sec-142

tions of this document, we refer to the non-equilibrium component of the distribution as fneq ≡ f − f eq,143

which is approximed in first order by f (1) with respect to the expansion parameter.144

Finally, by further noticing that the derivatives should scale like the characteristic quantities of the145

system, the above relationship (17) becomes146

f
(1)
i ∼ τ∗

(
1

t∗0
+

c∗0
l∗0

)
f
(0)
i . (18)

By interpreting λ∗ = c∗0τ
∗ as the mean free path of particles, and using c∗0 = l∗0/t

∗
0, the Knudsen number147

Kn = λ∗/l∗0 is introduced, yielding148

f
(1)
i

f
(0)
i

∼ Kn. (19)

We propose in Appendix A an interpretation of this quantity and its use as a sensor in the case of single149

phase and weakly compressible flows. This ratio remains small in the continuum limit for smooth flows but150

is expected to become large close to discontinuities and multiphase/multicomponent interfaces, or when the151

flow is underresolved, as it may happen close to the wall due to thin boundary layers. In these cases, the152

assumption that fneq is properly approximated by f (1) may no longer be valid. This limits the validity153

of our analysis, in principle to properly resolved flows. The numerical data provided in the forthcoming154

sections, which includes evaluation of the Knudsen criterion in case of boundary layers in a cavity wall, the155

case of supersonic shock waves, and liquid/gas interfaces, suggest however that the criterion remains a valid156

option beyond this limitation.157

3. Refinement sensor158

3.1. Principles159

In this section, the refinement sensor is proposed independently of the actual algorithm used to implement160

grid refinement. Also, the stars are from now on omitted for variables expressed in physical units.161

The proposed sensor is based on the fact that the off-equilibrium and equilibrium parts of the distribution162

function are linked to each other through the Knudsen number as defined above:163

fneq ∼ f eqKn. (20)

Consider now a grid Gc with mesh spacing δxc, and a finer grid Gf with mesh spacing δxf linked by164

the relationship δxf = δxc/n, where n is a positive integer. It is assumed that the same simulation is165

executed on both grids and that the Reynolds number Re is the same in both cases (the lattice relaxation166

time is adapted to ensure this constraint). Also, the ratio δx/δt is set to be constant in Gc and Gf , hence167
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δtc/δtf = δxc/δxf . With this constraint, called “convective scaling” or “acoustic scaling”, quantities that168

are proportional to the velocity are invariant in lattice units, and the Mach number does not depend on the169

grid resolution. Acoustic scaling however yields a proper convergence rate for compressible flow only and170

fails to approximate incompressible flow solutions with second-order convergence rate, as Eqs. (10-11) that171

are recovered with the CE expansion contain error terms of order O(δt2) +O(Kn2).172

3.2. Implementation173

To formalize the computation of the sensor, the following algorithm is proposed:174

1. Choose a uniform spatial resolution δx.175

2. Run the simulation.176

3. For all cells, compute the local Knudsen number averaged over all discrete velocities177

C =
1

q

q−1∑
i=0

∣∣∣∣fneq
i

f eq
i

∣∣∣∣ . (21)

It can be noted that the idea of using the ratio between off-equilibrium population (to a given power178

n ∈ N) and their equilibrium counterpart was recently propose to locally stabilize simulations through local179

entropic filtering [49] and artificial viscosity [50, 51] with n = 2 and 1 respectively. Similarly, the ratio180

between non-equilibrium and equilibrium contributions is also used as a criterion to identify regions of the181

simulation domain where the continuum assumption falls apart. This criterion is usually computed at the182

level of populations [25] or their moments [52, 53]. The interested reader can refer to the letter by Singh et183

al. [26] for a brief review on breakdown criteria.184

3.3. Comparison with other sensors185

As discussed in the introduction, the proposed sensor will be compared to different other sensors in186

Section 4. The first one is the “vorticity norm sensor”:187

Kω = |ω| = |∇× u|, (22)

and the second one is based on the incompressible formulation of the “Q-criterion” [54]:188

KQ =
1

2

(
|Ω|2 − |S|2

)
, (23)

with Ω = 1
2

[
∇u− (∇u)T

]
the rotation rate tensor. Then, a sensor proposed by Fakhari & Lee in [23] is189

also tested here:190

KF =

√
(∂xω)

2
+ (∂yω)

2

|ω|
. (24)

Note that this latter sensor has been proven to yield accurate results in some cases, in particular for the191

2D lid-driven cavity benchmark. Finally, the proposed “Knudsen sensor” reads192

KKn =
1

q

q−1∑
i=0

∣∣∣∣fneq
i

f eq
i

∣∣∣∣ . (25)

3.4. Practical considerations for the use of a refinement sensor193

Whereas the quantityK for all refinement sensors listed in the previous section denotes refinement factors194

(i.e. δxc = K · δxf ), it is convenient to work with the logarithm of K,195

ϕ = log2 K, (26)
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which is linked linearly with the desired refinement level l:196

l =


lmin if [a · ϕ] < lmin

lmax if [a · ϕ] > lmax

[a · ϕ] otherwise,

(27)

where the bracket [x] denotes the integral part of a value x, and lmin and lmax stand for the minimal197

(coarsest) and maximal (finest) refinement level respectively. The scale factor a is chosen empirically (with198

our sensor as well as with other sensors) to fit the values of ϕ encountered in the simulation to the desired199

range of refinement levels. In this way, the different degrees of refinement correspond to powers of 2, as200

required by the implementation:201

δx = 2lmax−lδxf , (28)

where δxf denotes the size of the finest cells.202

In practice, the accuracy and efficiency of a code using static or dynamic mesh refinement depends203

therefore not only on the choice of the refinement sensor, but also on a fine tuning of these scale parameters.204

This manuscript is not focusing on the technical aspects of this exercise in parameter tuning, nor on the205

relative accuracy obtained by different refinement sensors, which all need to be tuned individually for optimal206

results. Instead, Section 4 provides a qualitative comparison of different sensors and discusses their capability207

to capture specific physical phenomena that are usually considered to require mesh refinement. In Section 5,208

where the Knudsen sensor is used to implement static grid-refinement in a 3D LB simulation and AMR in209

a 2D LB simulation, the scale parameter a is fixed choosing the finest refinement level δxf and the overall210

number of levels.211

4. Qualitative comparison of sensors for different types of physics212

Hereafter, we compare the ability of each sensor to highlight under-resolved regions for a wide range of213

physical phenomena: flow past a cylinder, lid-driven cavity flow, Riemann problem and droplet at rest. By214

further comparing these results with a priori knowledge about each configuration, it is possible to identify215

which sensor is more likely to provide meaningful information to grid-refinement algorithms.216

4.1. 2D lid-driven cavity217

Wall-bounded flows are commonly encountered in the context of internal fluid dynamics. For these, it is218

of paramount importance to correctly capture the development of the boundary layers, and their interaction219

with the bulk flow. To investigate the ability of each sensor to properly identify these flow features, we220

propose to simulate a 2D lid-driven cavity flow for Re = 1000. It consists of a square domain resolved by221

N ×N lattice cells. A no-slip boundary condition u = 0 is applied on each wall except the top wall located222

at y = N , where the condition u = (uLB , 0)
T is applied. The moving bounce-back condition as described223

in [5] was used on the walls to impose the velocity boundary conditions. In order to perform the tests at224

Reynolds number Re = 103, a Smagorinsky subgrid-scale model [55] is added to the collision step, with225

Smagorinsky parameter csmago = 0.14.226

A simulation with parameters Re = 1000, uLB = 5 · 10−2 and N = 120 has been performed in order227

to compare the different sensors. For this benchmark, no sensor is used as a reference, since no criterion228

yielded results more relevant (by visual assessment) than the Knudsen criterion.229

Figure 1 displays the normalized average refinement level ϕ in the whole simulation domain and for each230

sensor. It is found that the Knudsen sensor is similar to the one of Fakhari & Lee at a global scale, as both231

suggest a low resolution in the center of the domain. Close to the borders on the other hand, the values232

proposed by the Knudsen sensor are similar to those of the vorticity-norm sensor.233

While the sensor of Fakhari & Lee, which was designed for this purpose, may produce a mesh somewhat234

better adapted to the needs of the boundary layer, the Knudsen sensor once again suggests overall reasonable235

mesh levels matching the expectations qualitatively.236
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Figure 1: Average refinement level in the case of the 2D lid-driven cavity with Re = 103, uLB = 5 · 10−2 and N = 120.

Figure 2: Comparison of the sensors for the flow around a 2D cylinder, at (top) Re = 100 and (bottom) Re = 1000. The
normalized ϕ value for each sensor is shown in the subdomain x ∈ [xc − 4R, xc +10R], y ∈ [yc − 4R, yc +4R]. The value of the
sensor inside the boundary nodes of the cylinder is not plotted here.

4.2. Flow past a 2D cylinder237

We investigate here how sensors identify physical phenomena related to the simulation of a flow past238

bluff bodies, e.g., boundary layer development and wake formation. More precisely, we consider the flow239

past a cylinder with a simulation domain that consists of a Nx ×Ny rectangle with a bottom wall at y = 0240

and a top wall at y = Ny. A cylinder of radius R = Ny/10 is centered in xc = Nx/3. To trigger the241

unsteadiness of the flow, the y-coordinate of the cylinder center is slightly offset from the centerline and242

set to yc = 9Ny/20. Simulations have been performed with Nx = 300, and for Re = 100 and Re = 1000.243

In all cases, Ny = Nx/2. A no-slip boundary condition is applied to the cylinder surface and the lateral244

walls, using the same bounce-back method as in the 2D cavity benchmark described above. A Zou/He245

velocity boundary condition [56] is used at the inlet in x = 0 to impose a velocity uLB chosen to match the246

target Reynolds number. The outlet consists of a Neumann boundary condition : fi(t, x = Nx) is set to247

fi(t, x = Nx − 1) for every population i and for every time step t. A Smagorinsky subgrid model [55] was248

adopted to perform the simulations, with Smagorinsky parameter csmago = 0.14. For this benchmark, the249

vorticity norm is chosen as the reference sensor, as suggested in [23] for the case of a the flow past a square250

cylinder.251

Figure 2 depicts the time average value of ϕ for each sensor at Re = 100 and Re = 1000. It is observed252

that the Knudsen sensor is essentially similar to the vorticity norm in this case, for Re = 100 as well as for253

Re = 1000. The spatial average of the refinement factor, on the other hand, is comparable for the Knudsen254

sensor and the vorticity norm at high Reynolds number, whereas the vorticity norm yields lower values at255

low Reynolds number (see Tab. 4).256
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4.3. 3D flow past a sphere257

In this test the domain size is Nx = 400, Ny = 160 and Nz = 160. In this problem, the domain is258

periodic along y-axis and z-axis. The inlet is situated at x = 0, and an outlet sponge zone, in which the259

relaxation parameter is linearly increased, spreads from x = 300 to x = 400. The velocity at the inlet260

u(x = 0, y, z) = (uLB , 0, 0)
T is imposed through a regularized boundary condition [57], with uLB = 3 · 10−2.261

A sphere of diameterD = 20 lattice nodes, modelled through a bounce-back boundary condition, is located at262

xc = 100, yc = 80, zc = 80. The simulation is executed with a BGK collision model and Smagorinsky subgrid-263

scale modeling [55] (Smagorinsky parameter csmago = 0.14). Palabos library [41] was used to implement the264

benchmark. The results were averaged after transient state was reached, from iteration 4 · 104 to iteration265

5 · 104. Just like for the corresponding 2D benchmark case, the vorticity norm serves as a reference sensor,266

because it is known to properly single out the area around the sphere and vortex-shedding phenomena in267

its wake.268

The normalized value of ϕ for each sensor is displayed in Figure 3 for Re = 1887 and Figure 4 for269

Re = 75. Both the Knudsen sensor and the Q-criterion follow the lead of the vorticity and properly predict270

the requirement for high mesh resolution around the obstacle and in its wake. Solely, the Q sensor appears271

less useful at high Reynolds numbers, as it pushes for highest-level mesh resolution in large swaths of the272

full computational domain. The sensor of Fakhari & Lee finally does not exhibit useful values, neither at273

low nor at high Reynolds number, as expected for a sensor that is mainly targeted at interior flow problems.274

The resolution of the simulations is kept intentionally low to test the capability of a sensor to predict275

the need for further resolution while running in an underresolved regime. In this case, spurious numerical276

patterns occur in the area between the obstacle and the inflow, which are first visible in the pressure field277

and velocity gradients (on Figure 3, they are most visible in the Knudsen and the vorticity-norm sensors).278

They can be traced back to the boundary representation of the obstacle, here a low-resolution bounce-back279

scheme, and can lead to numerical instabilities. Clearly, the occurrence of such patterns calls for better280

mesh resolution. Thus, the Knudsen sensor, which singles out these patterns very neatly, turns out to be281

particularly useful in this respect.282
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Figure 3: Comparison of time-averaged refinement sensors for a flow around a sphere at Re = 1887, at a deliberately poor
resolution. The normalized ϕ value for each sensor is shown in the subdomain x ∈ [0.4Nx, 0.8Nx], y ∈ [0.25Ny , 0.75Ny ] and
z = 0.5Nz . The value of the sensor inside the boundary nodes of the sphere is not plotted here.
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Figure 4: Comparison of the time average of the refinement sensor for the flow around a sphere at Re = 75. The value of the
sensor inside the boundary nodes of the sphere is not plotted here.

4.4. 2D Riemann problem283

This 2D benchmark case of a compressible flow (see [58] for a detailed description) enables the study284

of flows with sharp density, velocity and temperature variations. It is considered as a challenging test case285

due to the complex wave patterns arising in the solution [59]. Recently, Coreixas & Latt proposed a shock286

capturing technique that locally adds artificial viscosity in regions highlighted by the Knudsen sensor. This287

helped stabilizing the simulation while properly capturing the key flow features of this Riemann problem, in288

particular the shock wave fronts and their interplay [51]. As a consequence, the Knudsen sensor is assumed289

to provide reference data on this configuration.290

A square domain of N × N lattice nodes is set with N = 1000, and the initial conditions described in291

Tab. 1. The domain is periodic along X−axis and Y−axis avoid the need for time-dependent boundary292

conditions. Owing to the compressible nature of this problem, the methodology described in Ref [50] has293

been used to run the simulation. More precisely, the D2Q49 lattice was used along with a BGK collision294

model based on a numerical equilibrium, that enforces all 13 constraints required to recover the Navier-295

Stokes-Fourier equations in an exact manner. The simulation corresponds to an inviscid flow (ν = 0), with296

a reference temperature T0 = 0.7, and results are plotted for (x, y) ∈ [N/4, 3N/4]
2
at iteration number 150.297

Figure 5 displays on the left-most image the normalized logarithm of the density ρ to help identify regions298

that naturally require high grid resolution due to sharp density variations. The four remaining images show299

the ϕ value of the four sensors, again represented by a normalized version ϕn that is rescaled to the [0, 1]300

range. By visual assessment, it is clearly determined that vorticity norm and the Fakhari & Lee sensors do301

not properly capture shock wave fronts propagating in quadrant 1 toward the upper right corner, as opposed302

to the Knudsen sensor and the Q-criterion. Moreover, the Knudsen sensor appears better adapted to the303

needs of mesh refinement than the Q-criterion, as it calls for finer meshes in smaller, more sharply depicted304

areas of the domain. This is confirmed by computing the spatial average of each sensor: ϕ̄n,Kn = 0.14,305
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quadrant 1 quadrant 2 quadrant 3 quadrant 4
ρ 0.513 1 0.8 1
ux 0 0.7276 0 0
uy 0 0 0 0.7276
P 0.4 1 1 1

Table 1: Initial conditions of the 2D Riemann problem, with the pressure denoted by P . In the visual representations of the
simulation, quadrant 1 is located on the upper right corner of the domain, quadrant 2 in the upper left corner, quadrant 3 in
the bottom left corner and quadrant 4 in the bottom right corner. Note that, as a result of the compressible nature of this
problem, Eq. (12) does not hold.

Figure 5: Comparison of the sensors for the Riemann problem. The normalized ϕ value for each sensor is shown in the center
of the simulation domain (x, y ∈ [0.25, 0.75]), along with log(ρ) for comparison.

whereas ϕ̄n,Q = 0.49. For a more in-depth discussion of the characteristics of this problem, the reader is306

referred to [51].307

It is interesting to emphasize that in this benchmark case, the Knudsen sensor proves to be very dif-308

ferent, and substantially more useful than the vorticity-norm sensor, although the two sensors produced309

rather similar results in previous single phase incompressible flow cases. The Knudsen sensor proves more310

versatile, by virtue of the gradients of different macroscopic variables present in the non-equilibrium popu-311

lation (Eq. A.1). While velocity gradients are dominant in single phase incompressible flows, leading to an312

expression akin to the one of the vorticity norm, all gradients of macroscopic quantities (density, velocity313

and temperature) should be properly captured for this compressible example.314

4.5. 2D droplet315

Hereafter, a weakly compressible multiphase flow is simulated to understand how sensors react in the316

presence of non-negligible (1) density gradients and (2) spurious currents. More precisely, this multiphase317

benchmark consists in a 2D droplet which is at rest in a periodic square domain of size N × N , with318

a resolution N = 200 cells. The droplet is simulated as a circular region of the domain centered about319

(xc, yc) = (N/2, N/2), with a radius R = N/4 = 50 cells. The liquid density is set to 1.95, whereas the320

rest of the domain is initialized with a gas density equal to 0.15, eventually leading to a density ratio of 13.321

Lattice populations are initialized at equilibrium with the aforementioned densities and with zero velocity.322

The simulation is stopped after a stationary state is reached. A Shan-Chen single component model [60]323

with parameter G = −5 was used to simulate the phases of the problem. The pseudo-potential force was324

accounted for through Guo’s forcing methodology [61] along the BGK collision model.325

Figure 6 shows the refinement levels predicted by each sensor at the end of the simulation, along with326

the density gradient for reference. It is observed that the Knudsen sensor captures the interface accurately,327

while suggesting a low resolution inside the droplet and isotropy issues due to spurious currents, as the328

Q-criterion and the Fakhari & Lee sensor do. However, the contour lines demonstrate that the Knudsen329

sensor puts a more consistent focus on the interface of the droplet than other criteria. This can be explained330

by the presence of non-negligible spurious currents which more severely impact Fakhari & Lee, Q-criterion,331

and the vorticity norm sensors, with the latter one being of little interest for such a configuration. To332
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isolate the impact of parasitic currents on the above conclusion, one could rely on the well-balanced LB333

formulation recently proposed by Guo [62]. The latter allows for the drastic reduction of the amplitude of334

spurious currents, even with the simple BGK collision model. Such an investigation is left for future work.335

Figure 6: Normalized refinement level yielded by the different sensors in the case of the 2D droplet in the stationary state using
a single component Shan-Chen model. The norm of the density gradient is used as a reference in this simulation. The contour
line (black) corresponds to a value of 0.45

5. Use of the Knudsen sensor as a grid refinement sensor336

This section aims at confirming the accuracy and efficiency improvement induced by the use of our kinetic337

based refinement criterion. With this idea in mind, we first rely on this criterion to build a static mesh338

density field that is further used to simulate the 3D lid-driven cavity flow at Re = 12000 on a non-uniform339

mesh in an efficient and accurate manner. Then, it is shown in the 2D context that such an approach can340

be adopted for adaptive mesh refinement. In the latter case, the mesh density is (re)computed in a dynamic341

manner to speedup the convergence toward steady state.342

5.1. 3D cavity at Re = 12000 with static mesh refinement343

In this first test simulation with grid refinement, the Knudsen sensor is used to generate a mesh for a 3D344

lid-driven cavity at a Reynolds number Re = 12000. The accuracy of the results is verified by comparison345

against a Chebyshev spectral simulation reported in [63]. The Palabos library has been used to implement346

this test case. To set up this problem, a no-slip condition was imposed on each wall, except on the lid (x-z347

plane at y = h) where an x-velocity was imposed with a smooth velocity transition on the lid edges, as348

described in [64]:349

u(x, y = h, z) = U0

[
1−

(x
h
− 1

)18
]2 [

1−
( z

h
− 1

)18
]2

, (29)

where U0 is the maximum lid velocity. Here, h = 1 and U0 and the lattice relaxation parameter is chosen in350

order to match the Reynolds number For Re = 12000, Ma ≈ 0.14 and Kn ≈ 1.15 · 10−5.351

A simulation with 200× 200× 200 lattice nodes has first been performed on a uniform, relatively coarse352

mesh in order to compute the Knudsen sensor and build a corresponding, refined mesh. For this purpose,353

the refinement sensor was averaged over the duration of one dimensionless time period (defined as L/u, with354

L and u the characteristic length and velocity of the problem) starting at the end of the initial, transient355

flow. In this coarse, homogeneous simulation, uLB = 0.048 and τ̄ = 0.5024. Along the walls, the generated356

grid was set uniformly to the highest resolution to prevent the boundary conditions from crossing refinement357

interfaces. In the rest of the simulation domain, the number of lattice nodes per domain length is given358

by N(l) = 27+l, where l ∈ [0, 3] is the local refinement level yielded by the sensor. The generated grid359

is represented in Figure 7 with cells that are coarser than the actual computational cells, for the sake of360
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Figure 7: Schematic representation of the generated grid for the 3D cavity. For the sake of clarity, 3 slices are represented here,
where one cell in the picture represents a slice of 16× 16 simulation cells.

visualization. In total, the generated grid contains approximately 11 million cells, whereas a uniform grid361

at the finest mesh resolution would contain approximately 134 million cells.362

Figure 8 shows a comparison of the mean ux and uy velocities in the reference solution and in the LB363

simulation with the refined grid. The velocity values from the LB simulation are averaged from t = 150 to364

t = 225 dimensionless time periods. This long simulation time is required to gather sufficient data to reach365

convergence, and it is one of the reasons for which this benchmark case is known to be very challenging.366

The comparison shows an excellent match and as such demonstrates the adequacy of the mesh used to run367

the problem.368

5.2. 2D cavity with adaptive mesh refinement369

In this second practical use case of the Knudsen sensor, a dynamic, time-dependent mesh is generated370

for the 2D cavity problem as described in Section 4.1, adopting the AMROC-LBM software [36–38]. The371

employed LB scheme is the BGK operator in two space dimensions, as described in Section 2.2. The372

AMROC-LBM results here use linear temporal interpolation, second-order accurate spatial interpolation373

and re-scaling of the non-equilibrium part fneq of populations at the interface between levels, cf. [39], as374

originally proposed by Dupuis & Chopard [15].375

The simulation is performed at a Reynolds number of Re = 1000 with a multi-level structured AMR grid,376

based on a coarsest grid resolution with N = 50 cells across the width of the cavity. While several large eddy377

simulation models have been implemented for AMROC-LBM [65], the present results do not apply any such378

model. Although AMROC allows arbitrary refinement factors, 2 is used here for all additional refinement379

levels. Evaluation of the Knudsen criterion and mesh reorganization is carried out at the beginning of every380

level-0 time step. One additional layer of buffer cells is marked for refinement around cells tagged by the381

criterion. Refinement blocks are created with an efficiency of 80%, meaning that at least 80% of cells in382

each block need to be flagged. A block is further sub-divided otherwise. Proper nesting is also enforced,383

ensuring that a refinement is fully contained in the next coarser level with at least one row of coarse buffer384

cells. The detailed topological algorithms in AMROC can be found in [42].385

Figure B.11 displays a snapshot of the sensor values superimposed with the velocity norm of the flow.386

Figure B.12 shows a snapshot of the grid generated by AMROC-LBM, based on the Knudsen sensor for both387
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Figure 8: Comparison of the averaged centerline ux and uy velocity for the 3D cavity, for the cases of the reference solution
and the static, refined grid.

Simulation setup RMSE ux RMSE uy Neffective

Homogeneous mesh (N = 50) 0.060 0.053 2500
Homogeneous mesh (N = 200) 0.015 0.018 40000
Adaptive mesh using KKn 0.014 0.027 27672

Table 2: Root-mean-square error of homogeneous mesh simulation and adaptive mesh simulation from the reference solution.

3 levels and 5 levels of refinement for comparison. A video of a simulation is provided as supplementary388

material to this article, where the velocity norm is shown along with the refined grid levels.389

For quantitative comparison, the velocity profiles of ux along the Y -axis centerline and of uy along the390

X-axis centerline were evaluated after convergence of the flow and compared to reference values presented391

in [66]. Table 2 lists the root-mean-square error between the computed velocities and the reference values392

along the two profiles. The number of cells for the refined mesh in Tab. 2 is computed in terms of effective393

cells, weighted by their frequency of execution in the convective scaling regime:394

Neffective =

L∑
i=1

ni

2L−i
, (30)

where ni stands for the total number of cells at level i and L the finest grid level. This comparison shows395

that AMR using our sensor allows accurate results while significantly saving the number of lattice points,396

as compared to a homogeneous grid made of cells the same size as the finest level of the refined grid.397

Finally, it is worth noting that, even during the initial transient phase of the flow, the error remains398

small. The root-mean-square error can be computed between the velocity profiles obtained with the AMR399

method using the Knudsen criterion and the velocity profiles obtained with the homogeneous, 200 × 200400

cells grid. This error is shown, from the beginning of the simulation to the convergence, on Figure 9. It401

is found that the peak root-mean-square error is approximately 6%, while it quickly reaches a stable value402

between 1% and 2%.403
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Figure 9: Time evolution of root-mean-square error between the velocity profiles of the 2D cavity. The RMSE are relative to
the velocity profiles obtained with the AMR method using the Knudsen criterion and the velocity profiles obtained with the
homogeneous, 200× 200 cells grid, for ux along Y -axis centerline and uy along X-axis centerline.

6. Discussion and conclusion404

A novel, local grid refinement sensor has been proposed. It benefits from the kinetic nature of LBMs405

through the local evaluation of the departure of distribution functions from their equilibrium state, hence406

providing valuable information on under-resolved regions of the simulation domain for a wide range of407

physical phenomena. This sensor was compared to three state-of-the-art criteria over five benchmarks and408

compared qualitatively with expectations based on a physical understanding of the investigated flows.409

Table 3 summarizes the outcome of this qualitative discussion by assigning a grade to each of the sensor410

in every case. Furthermore, to support the discussion below, Tab. 4 summarizes the space average of the411

refinement factor obtained with each sensor on the different benchmarks, as a measure of the reduction of412

the number of grid cells that can be achieved by using the sensor.413

Our proposed sensor is found to produce either excellent or acceptably good results in all executed test414

cases. As shown in the summary in Tab. 3, it is the only one among the four tested sensors that would415

produce an acceptable mesh across the full range of investigated physical situations. It therefore constitutes416

a sensor of choice for simulations in which too little a priori knowledge of the problem is available to produce417

the computational mesh manually. Moreover, this method has the advantage to rely only on local information418

(i.e., the populations) and is therefore very efficient in terms of parallelism, as compared to sensors that419

require the computation of gradients of macroscopic quantities through finite differences or similar means.420

Since it needs no a priori knowledge of the system, this method is also an excellent candidate for adaptive421

grid refinement techniques in time-dependent problems, as demonstrated by the preliminary results given422

in Section 5.2.423

As a direct extension of this work, we plan to apply the Knudsen sensor to produce static and AMR424

meshes for more advanced problems and assess its efficiency in comparison with other approaches. Prelim-425

inary results for the supersonic flow past a 2D NACA0012 airfoil at Ma = 1.5 and Re = 104 are shown426

in Figure 10. Here, the proposed sensor identifies the expected regions of mesh refinement at (1) bow and427

secondary shock waves, (2) airfoil surface, and (3) Von Kàrman street. The mesh is computed using a 2D428

LB code with AMR capability, and based on C++ parallel algorithms [67]. More details on the performance429

and accuracy of such an approach will be proposed in a forthcoming work. Finally, as pointed out in Ap-430

pendix A, there exist certain flow cases in which the dependence of the sensor on the relaxation time may431

be significant given the use of a single relaxation time collision model. Further assessment of this is out432
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Figure 10: Supersonic flow past a 2D NACA0012 airfoil at (Ma,Re) = (1.5, 104) with a simulation domain [10C, 10C] discretized
using 200 points per chord C. Right: Mach number; Left: Mesh computed using the proposed criterion. The finest level
correspond to a resolution of 1/(10C). More details about the compressible LBM used for this test can be found in Ref. [50].

of the scope of this study, but provides an area of future research where perhaps a more complex collision433

model may be required (see [68] for example).434
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Appendix A. Derivation of δtf as a function of δtc for incompressible flows438

To give the reader an insight of the relationship between coarse and fine grid parameters, we restrict the439

discussion to the single phase and weakly compressible case in this appendix.440

KKn Kω KQ KF

Cylinder (Re=100) ✓ ref. ✗ ✗
Cylinder (Re=1000) ✓ ref. ✗ ✗
Lid-driven Cavity ~ ~ ~ ~
Riemann ref. ✗ ~ ✗
Droplet ✓ ✗ ~ ✓

Table 3: Summary of the accuracy of the sensors for each
benchmark. A check mark (✓) indicates a good match
with the reference sensor, a tilde (~) indicates a poor
though relevant match, and a cross mark (✗) indicates a
poor match and the fact that the sensor cannot be used
as a refinement sensor for this problem. Where a sensor
has been used as the reference, it is indicated as “ref.” in
the corresponding line.

K̄Kn K̄ω K̄Q K̄F

Cylinder (Re=100) 0.77 0.82 0.77 0.38
Cylinder (Re=1000) 0.71 0.70 0.67 0.46
Lid-driven Cavity 0.54 0.71 0.66 0.32
Riemann 0.14 0.67 0.49 0.41
Droplet 0.63 0.85 0.64 0.55

Table 4: Summary of the space average of the refinement
factor for each sensor on the different benchmarks. If the
sensor is able to correctly identify areas of the simulation
domain that require local refinement patches, then the
lower the spatial average value, the better.
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The computed Knudsen number in the coarse grid, noted Knc, does not correspond to the actual, physical441

Kn. On the other hand, the computed Knudsen number Knf in the refined grid corresponds to the physical442

Knudsen number Kn by definition, as one requires that the refined grid is such that it doesn’t need to be443

refined anymore. Hence a term Kn/Knc is expected to be included in the conversion factor between the444

grids.445

We now want to express δtf as a function of δtc, Knc and Kn. The off-equilibrium population, in a given446

lattice, takes the form447

fneq ∼
(

τ∗

δt∗
+

1

2

)
A, (A.1)

where A denotes the linear combination of the time and space gradients on macroscopic quantities. Eq. (A.1)448

originates from the Chapman-Enskog expansion (discussed in Section 2.2 and described for instance in [45]),449

where our definition τ̄ = τ∗/δt∗ + 1/2 has been used. Note that the operator ∇ does not depend on the450

resolution.451

When acoustic scaling is employed, the velocity is the same in both lattices as f eq
c = f eq

f , and it follows452

that Kn/KnC = fneq
f /fneq

c . Hence,453

Kn

Knc
=

2τ∗ + δt∗f
2τ∗ + δt∗c

. (A.2)

According to Eq. (14), and using c∗0 = csδx
∗/δt∗, the physical viscosity can be expressed as454

ν∗ = c∗0
2τ∗, (A.3)

which, using Eq. (A.2), finally leads to455

δt∗f = δt∗c
Kn

Knc
+

2ν∗

c∗0
2

(
Kn

Knc
− 1

)
, (A.4)

where the second term can be neglected. Indeed, since ν∗/c∗0
2 = τ∗, the condition Kn ≪ 1, under which is456

done the perturbation expansion of Eq. (15), can be formulated as c∗0τ
∗ ≪ l∗0, hence τ∗ ≪ δt∗ for a given457

lattice.458

Another important remark is that, as a consequence of the recursive dependence of the distribution459

functions (see for instance Eq. (43) from [45]), the unknown population of the order n + 1 contains a τn460

coefficient : f (n) ≈ τn. It is then clear that the proposed criterion contains a dependence on the relaxation461

time, that is not studied in this work.462

Appendix B. Supplementary visualizations of the 2D cavity problem with adaptive mesh463

refinement464
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Figure B.11: Snapshot of a 2D lid-driven cavity simulation using adaptive mesh refinement with four refinement levels, after
convergence of the flow (t = 50 dimensionless time periods). The velocity norm of the fluid is superimposed to the refined grid.

Figure B.12: Snapshot of 2D lid-driven cavity simulations using adaptive mesh refinement with (left) five and (right) three
refinement levels, after convergence of the flow (t = 50 dimensionless time periods).
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